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Marketing Resources and Identity Guidelines. We believe that powerful marketing will help bring continued
success for your apps. Use App Store badges, Apple product images, and these identity guidelines to
effectively promote your app's availability on the App Store in all marketing communications.
App Store Marketing Guidelines - Apple Developer
More ways to shop: Visit an Apple Store, call 1-800-MY-APPLE, or find a reseller.
Apple - Support - Manuals
Apple TV is a digital media player and microconsole developed and sold by Apple Inc. It is a small network
appliance and entertainment device that can receive digital data such as music or video from specific sources
and stream it to a television that has HDMI input.
Apple TV - Wikipedia
Just like that, your Mac is a powerful server. macOS Server brings even more power to your business, home
office, or school. Designed to work with macOS and iOS, macOS Server makes it easy to configure Mac and
iOS devices.
macOS Server - Apple
Simple at scale. Whether you have ten devices or ten thousand, it's easier than ever to manage iPhone, iPad,
Mac and Apple TV. With Apple Business Manager, devices can be distributed directly to employees and used
right out of the box, leaving manual configuration behind forever.
Business - IT - Apple
Apple support is here to help. Learn more about popular topics and find resources that will help you with all of
your Apple products.
Official Apple Support
Apple Inc. [ËˆÃ¦pÉ™lËŒÉªÅ‹k] ist ein US-amerikanisches Technologieunternehmen mit Sitz im
kalifornischen Cupertino, das Computer, Smartphones und Unterhaltungselektronik sowie Betriebssysteme
und Anwendungssoftware entwickelt und vertreibt.
Apple â€“ Wikipedia
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